Control of soft tissue deformation during robotic needle insertion.
Accurate needle insertion into soft, inhomogeneous tissue is of practical interest because of its importance in percutaneous therapies. In procedures that involve multiple needle insertions such as transrectal ultrasound-guided prostate brachytherapy, it is important to reduce tissue deformation before puncture and during needle insertion. In order to reduce this deformation, we have studied the effect of different trajectories for a 2-DOF (degrees of freedom) robot performing needle insertion in soft tissue. To obtain an optimum trajectory, we have compared tissue indentation and frictional forces for different trajectories. According to the results of our experiments, infinitesimal force per tissue displacement is a useful parameter for online trajectory update. In addition, the results show that axial rotation can reduce tissue indentation before puncture and frictional forces after puncture. Our proposed position/force controller is shown to provide considerable improvement in performance with regard to minimizing tissue deformation before puncture.